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Life’s too short for
traffic

their character, although capricious at times,
makes sense. We know now. The cold war
journalists didn’t and I’m not sure they didn’t just
make it up for effect. After all, isn’t the first rule
of journalism “Don’t spoil a good story by
sticking to the truth”?

Front and rear covers
Our main front cover picture this issue is George
Williams’ ride home from Tajikistan featured on
page 7. I’m absolutely convinced the tortoise
wandered into the shot completely oblivious to
the humorous comment its presence might
suggest. Or was it desperately scuttling towards
the outfit in an effort to hide on board, anxious to
avoid detection at the border!

Of course there are facts but most of Horizontal
View is opinions too. Don’t take it too seriously
folks, we’re only having fun!
On something like that subject you’ll find a
statement on your membership application forms
these days relating to the new General Data
Protection Regulations. These are intended to
keep an eye on everyone from the mighty
bastions of global capitalism to tiny little people
like motorcycle clubs.

Dave Cox photographed the narrow boat in a
picture that pretty much sums up spring time in
the C.O.C. Every time I’ve wheeled Serenity out
of the shed so far this year the sun has blazed
down on yet another perfect camping weekend.
There have been some beautiful places to go.
Inside the rear cover are Davids Cox and
Greenwood, Mike Rowe, Lovely Hazel, Nick,
Sam and Isaac Turnham and a narrow boat
called Lenin. The hoola hoops are because
someone makes them out of old gas pipe for
sale at festivals and fayres down on the canal,
such is narrow boat life.

It’s necessary to point out that we only use your
data for processing your membership of the club
and nothing else. Only trusted third parties, like
the Post Office who know where you live, can
get near it. When you cease to be a member
your data is deleted. Consequently if you’ve let
your membership lapse or you’re late enough
with your renewal you’ll have disappeared from
the COC digitally and will have to start from
scratch.

Outside the rear cover are Mike and Lindsey
Rowe with Mike’s Dnepr which impressed
Lindsey even if camping didn’t.

Politburo

Dan Bellack is a doctor of psychology and for
some reason is credited with the glaringly
obvious premise in the front cover quote slot.
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However, one of his most interesting points to
make is that most of what we happily perceive
as fact comes to us from unregulated sources
such as social media where anyone can say
what they like without a thought for the
consequences. These are mostly opinions
rather than facts, whether well founded or not
and have led to the modern phenomenon of
“fake news”.
Is it a modern phenomenon? It seems to me
that the most influential part of journalism is not
the technical content of the device, occasion, or
idea under scrutiny at the time, it’s the coolness
of being associated with it in the journalists
opinion which sticks.
Isn’t it lovely to discover our old Russians are
now recovering from the assassination they
suffered at the hands of the press all those years
ago? Once you know where they came from
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want to know what’s going on throughout the
year ring Linda Wilsmore on 020 8961 1000.

Forthcoming Events
Dear Cossack Owners Club,
I am motorcycle PRO for the Motor Cycling Club,
Britain’s oldest sporting motoring club. We are
best known for our three classic trials, the
‘Exeter’ in January, the ‘Land’s End’ at Easter
and the ‘Edinburgh’ in October. For more about
these challenging events visit
www.themotorcyclingclub.org.uk or Google MCC
Trials and watch films on Youtube. We cater for
cars, motor cycles, outfits and three wheelers.

Fenman August Bank Holiday Rally is
held every year at Wimbotsham right on the
landward edge of Norfolk. Wimbotsham actually
becomes the rally for the day. If you want to
camp in Alan Davies Garden, ask us.

AGM This takes place over the weekend of
31st August to 2nd September at Rutland
Caravan and Camping, Park Lane, Greetham
Rutland, LE15 7FN (Off the B668, just north of
Greetham and not far from the A1, follow the
Rutland Caravan and Camping signs).

I’ve just been watching exploits on Ural outfits in
Siberia. Impressive stuff. Why not persuade
some of your members to have a go in our
trials? We have had one or two Ural outfits
entered before. They could easily manage Class
O, the entry level class, or even have a go in
Class E in the main trial. Under our rules
however, sidecar wheel drive would have to be
removed/disabled.

No pre-booking, just turn up. The exact costs of
camping will be announced later but they’re
expected to be entirely reasonable. It should be
pointed out that Gina runs the on site café!
Richard is not a COC
member, but he has this
to say………………

If any of your members were interested I’d be
glad to provide further information/signposting.
Roger Bibbings.

Richard
Hemington

Nearly 30 years since the political
upheavals marking the collapse
of Communism in Eastern Europe
and the end of the Cold War, the
Iron Curtain Vehicle Rally
brings together some of the
unique vehicles produced by those regimes on
the ‘other side’ of the Wall that were such an
iconic part of those momentous times.

Stafford The remaining classic show at
Stafford County Showground this year is on
October 13/14th. Comrade Carl on page 2
knows about these. See page 25.
The Ace Café runs all sorts of bike and car
events pretty much
constantly all through
the year.

Saturday 14 July 2018: ‘Cold War Classic’
vehicles head out on a leisurely road-cruise
through the wonderful scenery and historic
towns and villages of the fabulous Staffordshire
Moorlands and into the Peak District National
Park. The relaxed schedule will include several
stops for re-grouping, sight seeing and
refreshments. Detailed route maps will be
provided. For those staying over, the celebrated
bar at the Foxfield Railway will be open into the
evening to round off the day.

Of particular interest to
us are October 21st,
which is Red Oktober
Eastern Bloc Vehicle
day and November 11th
which is a combined
military vehicle and remembrance day.
David Greenwood has this to say about
November 11th 2017…………”They seem to
appreciate when we attend and place us right at
the front and several ask about the club. Other
members with Military or look-alike combos are
very welcome to attend. The owner always asks
me to spread the word.

Sunday 15 July 2018: ‘Cold War Classic’
vehicles will be displayed on the station
forecourt. There’ll be plenty of time to meet up
with colleagues and the visiting public and enjoy
a steam ride on the historic Foxfield Railway.
Hot food and refreshments will be available
throughout the weekend. ALL vehicles with an

The address is Ace Corner, North Circular Road,
Stonebridge, London. NW10 7UD and if you
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Paul’s bike looks like a Dnepr MT9, including its
gearbox but with a Ural M66 engine. The exact
date of which should be stamped on top of the
engine to the left of the dynamo.

Eastern Bloc pedigree are welcome.
Prior booking is not required and there are no
fees for taking part. The Iron Curtain Vehicle
Rally is based at the Foxfield Railway,
Caverswall Road Station, Blythe Bridge, Stoke
on Trent, ST11 9BG.

He asked if he should try to update the V5 to
include the model number now he knows one. I
don’t think he should. It’s registered which
means it’s identified officially by its frame and
registration numbers. That’ll do. It’s a case of
letting sleeping dogs lie. If DVLA misunderstood
what you were trying to do it could open a whole
vat of incomprehensible
worms!

There are many B&Bs in the area or there is free
camping and caravan space available from
midday Friday 13 July 2018 on the field
alongside the station. Lavatories and a shower
will be open throughout. Evening meals are
available in local pubs, restaurants and takeaways. Sunday breakfast will be served in the
Station buffet.

Vincent
Wood

Vincent Wood is not a
member but his dad is and
he’s suffered the sort of family
bewilderment lots of wives
and offspring do when their
loved one becomes gripped
by indecision. What to do with
all that money eh Steve? This
is interesting balanced against Binnzi’s agony on
page 8. Here it is from a new perspective………

Richard Hemington, 24 Recreation Road,
Colchester, Essex, CO1 2HE or
events@ifaclub.co.uk 01206 792360 / 07736
962572.
About me and the bike? I will
start with me as I know
something about me and very
little about this bike.

Paul
Calway

“I’m writing a thing about Jawas...” I try not
to audibly sigh down the phone but of course he
is, what else would he be doing? “...and I was
wondering if you could help me out, being a
professional writer and all?”

I'm 52 living in Surrey married with two grown
kids, bike rider for 30 + years, always worked on
cars and bikes plus anything else I felt I could
repair or repurpose, chef by trade.
The bike which is totally different to the Hondas
I'm used to, has a Ural 650 engine 6v system. It
is on the log book as a Neval and on the MOT
as a MT9. The tank looks like a old triumph one
and a terrible looking bench seat has been
added, I say added as if it was factory those
Russians can't weld, it will have to go and be
replaced with a single one, sure I’ll have
something in the shed. Not bothered about
getting it original just getting it back on the road
to ride and enjoy, but would love to know what it

And there it is, I am now entrapped, forced to
become an enabler to this persistent addiction
through professional flattery. Addiction is no
overstatement either, I’ve toyed with the word
‘obsession’, perhaps even ‘infatuation’ but this is
a full blown, in the blood stream, unceasing
addiction that pre-dates my own existence. The
signs are all there too; the audible excitement
when talking about his latest toy alongside the
wistful reminiscing of previous highs.
I write this because I am sure there are many
out there that recognise these tics in their own
family members and I’m sure you are aware that
you are not alone, we are all blighted by the
curse that is motorcycle ownership. My father,
the editor of another fine publication, has been
afflicted by the two-wheeled menace for so long
that I’m sure the shock of withdrawal would kill
him off at this point and at times of incapacitation
he has only ever been able to talk about when
he can ride again. My sister and I (two people
with names conspicuously close to motorcycle
brands, a hunch confirmed many years later with
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a long exhale from our mother) have come to
terms with this, even made our peace with it,
and, I’m not too proud to admit, have played it to
our advantage from time to time.

can work with that.” We’ve been working with it
for over 25 years, why stop now? And for those
dealing with their own motorbike mad family
member...we’re all in this together.

Whilst every new purchase brings grumblings of
lack of money due to the latest grand
expenditure, we cajole that, surely, a cup of
coffee here, a light brunch there, would pale in
comparison to the latest amount dropped on a
new machine. We siblings often take a different
approach to mentioning the, shiny, chrome
elephant in the room but as soon as the latest
Facebook post or picture is up, lines of
communication are opened. “Have you seen
dad’s latest love?” “Not yet, was it expensive?”
“Undoubtedly. Coffee?” “I was thinking lunch.”
“Cafe Rouge at 12?” “I’ll call him.”

Vincent writes lot of stuff and anyone interested
can google Vincent Wood Writing and read it.
I met Steve at the Jawa/CZ rally in Little
Staughton recently, which is where his Jawa is
pictured. It’s a normal Jawa but new, with a
Chinese 400 engine and digital fuel injection
which seems to be the way forward for all the
traditional factories we know and love. I learnt
later that the end of the world light, malfunction
indicator to you, had come on and the
consequent fit of misfiring had crippled Steve’s
new bike. My rolling autojumble of 40 year old
Jawa bits is still purring like a kitten. I’m not
smug at all then! Lets hope it’s just a dodgy
connection.

My approach is usually one of silence, don’t
engage the monster and it won’t raise up and
bore you with the details, but my sister has a
somewhat crueler tack in which she revels in
playful ribbing once he has pulled up on his
latest steed. “Do you like the bike?” “The red
clashes with the orange on your jacket.” “Good,
people will see me.” “I’ll have a latte please.”
Of course, we don’t begrudge him his love, and
that too is no understatement, but we have
heard about that elusive dragon he is forever
chasing - a classic MZ that he’ll always regret
selling- countless times before and, probably,
countless times again. To the outside observer,
the dabbling in bikes from Russia (Urals/Dneprs)
and former Soviet satellite states (currently
Jawas) is no coincidence although he might
contest this himself. We all have our vices and,
for the most part, this one is mostly harmless.

Pictured above, a
load of four stroke
Chinese engined
IZH set off to
compete with Jawa
in the world, four
stroke Chinese
engined market.
Wake me up when
it all goes electric, on second thoughts, don’t!

“So tell me what you like about Jawas, what’s
the angle we’re
going for?” We
talk about style, or
lack thereof,
compared to a
French competitor
and the rough and
readiness of them.
The joy is
unbridled and
palpable, if a little
dull to the
uninitiated in all
things biking.
“That’s cool, we
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How about this for unstoppable ingenuity?

We will be at……….
Lots of people will be at Dent. This is
really a general motorcycle camping weekend
with Vince Briers keeping Cossack Owner’s Club
members informed, making it the perfect
meeting point for us. The 2018 Autumn date is
October 12th-14th.
There is every reason to believe the Phil
Rushworth laptop and bed sheet picture show
will be there. Load all your adventure pictures
onto a memory stick or CD and bring it to enthral
the whole rally.

It’s a scruffy picture I know so I’ll explain that our
intrepid outback engineer has bolted a stationary
engine on the sidecar frame and run a pair of
belts to a pulley replacing the crankshaft timing
gear of some poor unfortunate Dnepr.

Mike Rowe in September. A similar
weekend to the 3 Magpies, on Friday and
Saturday nights, 14 and15 September 2018 in
the Forest of Dean. A camping or if you must,
motorhome event, they also do B&B at Cherry
Orchard Farm! www.cherryorchardfarm.co.uk

Presumably this drives the crankshaft in what’s
left of the crankcases, open to the sand and grit
without any lubrication at all for the exposed
main bearings. Does it still have all four gears?

There is a pub just 5 minutes walk down the
road. www.theostrichinn.com

Over to you COC engineering department, how
about one like this as a rally event?

The Friday will be arrival, then the evening quite
relaxed possibly a pint and a meal at the pub,
and no doubt "bike talk". Saturday a ride among
friends through the Wye valley, either a northerly
or southern route still to be decided. Sunday
after breakfast and begin the ride home.

A warm welcome to…...
John Glover, Barnsley, S. Yorks.
Mark Anstey, Dorchester, Dorset
Mick White, Barrow in Furness, Cumbria.
Steve Ford, Plymouth.
Ian Hunter, Trossachs, Callander.
Andre Rudzis and Raquel Alcaide, Colchester,
Essex.
Michael Stanton, Bridgnorth, Salop.
Graham Allward, Fareham, Hants.
Jeff Fullcher, Harleston, Norfolk.
Reg and Lynn Bolger, Millom, Cumbria.
John Yeomans, Shoreham by Sea, Sussex.
George Williams, Craswell, Hereford.
Michael Smith, Burgh Heath, Surrey.
Paul Calway, Camberley, Surrey.
Robert Hasselbeck, USA.
Ivan Hares, Waterlooville, Hants
Alan Eames, Montreal Canada.
Edward Bayliss, Liverpool.

Further details to be announced nearer the time,
but one to put in your dairies now.

Bynnzi. Yorkshire section 40th anniversary
spectakliar camp.
Listen up puppies. The Yorkshire section
anniversary spectacliar summer camp is at
Middlesmoor Nidderdale. We will be in the
camping field behind the top Crown pub. HG3
5ST. Dates are 27th to 29th July.
Large site with toilets and showers with distant
views of an area of fantastic natural beauty.
One pub The Crown is easy staggering distance,
with the next pub The Crown (!) only a mile
away, but a mile downhill! Lots of walking
fantastic biking roads and no snow guaranteed.
6 quids a night. Be there or be elsewhere.
Any queries to Bynnzi at Bynnsi@gmail.com
or txt me on 07980837005.

I see we have another new member in Norfolk. I
don’t mind if you drop me an email Mr Jeff
Fullcher of Harleston, you’re just down the road.
What’s your ride? I like our club to feel like a
community!

I’ve been here before and “spectakliar” is only
half how spectacular it is!
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what they call “Type 2
fun” but I am glad to have
made it! I am planning on
writing up an article for
publication in a travel
magazine, but it would be
good to write something
for the club.
Yes Please!!!!! George
sent his pictures as part
of his email rather than
attachments and the full
magnificence of Tajikistan
didn’t become apparent
until I wanted to use them
here. Hot Tip, attach
pictures to emails, don’t
include them in the text if
you can, they’re soooooo
much easier attached.
I just wanted to introduce
myself as a member of
COC. I have attached a
couple of pictures of both
me and my rig (M67-36)
from an ‘interesting' article written by the local
press when passing through Ternopil, Ukraine.
I bought the outfit in January in Dushanbe,
Tajikistan where I was working for the
International Organisation for Migration, and
upon finishing my contract there and with 30
days before getting some work in the UK I
decided that to ride home was worth a shot!
Some 6500km later, I arrived into Dover and am
happily spending some sunny days getting the
work done in preparation for UK registration.

George
Williams

The picture above
looks like an
insight into a
classic triumph
(Ural) over
adversity. Easier
with the M67 with
the 25mm longer
frame.

Predictably the
6500km were far from
trouble free, but it
would be boring if it
went to plan of course!
There was a lot of
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The shiny green thing opposite is IZH’s current
250, keeping it real with Chinese electrics and a
Chinese engine. Does the thought of it make
your skin tingle? Does your heart pound at the
idea of feeling it run? Would you glow with pride
if you owned one? These things are the future,
even if it’s a temporary one. As internal
combustion’s last gasp turns Chinese some of
us prepare to accept it with grace.
We know Bynnzi bought one from the last issue,
we saw it at Dent and lovely it looked too.
Here’s the decision making
process retrospectively.

Bynnzi

The photo above and the one at the bottom of
the previous page are from the US Ural importer
who do a fantastic job of promoting the brand as
part of modern adventure sport culture. It’s a bit
like the Long Way Round BMW and Touratech
catalogue with titanium cutlery vibe. They must
sell shed loads of outfits because if you buy one,
you can get out there on one of their organised
trips out.

Avoid Ebay!
I have been loitering around bike shops and
looking at auction sites for a bit now. I have the
problem that once an idea finds its way to the
surface I have to act on it. I can push it back into
the mire for a bit , but sooner or later I need to
bite the bullet and do whatever it is.

www@imz-ural.com gets you onto their website
and clicking “blog” at the top lets you read about
all the wild rides US Ural customers enjoy.
Good on ‘em. It’s all good for business and the
factory’s loving it I’m sure but it seems a world
away from us.

The latest idea was to buy a Chinese bike and
see what it would do before I broke it. The
choice is gigantic, some hiding behind nostalgia.
Like The AJS tempest. The AJS name bought by
a Chinese business man at a knock down price
like many other stalwart British bike companies,
and presto hey a brand new bike with familiarity.
Others blatantly oriental like Skywing or Hanway.
All these companies making millions of 125
commuter bikes with Honda or Suzuki cloned
engines.

At the last Stafford show, out of the corner of the
club’s eye, we caught sight of a brand new Ural
outfit being wheeled into one of the halls to be
displayed on a sidecar club’s stand. Tony
popped over to introduce the Cossack Owner’s
Club. He came back smiling having discovered
that the new outfit was due in for its first service
later when the ECUs (electronic control units,
both of them) were scheduled to be plugged in
to the internet to be “synchronised”. Throughout
its life it would need to go back to the importer
for software updates, apparently.

Four or five years ago when I started ruminating,
these bikes were just as bad as you would
expect. No quality control, no warranty and only
able to sputter around the corner from the
dealers before they decided to move no more.
But, being a Yorkshire man I had noticed that
they were cheap! Moving on a bit, and someone
has taken the dragon by its horns. The quality
has improved and what's more a stylist has got
involved. Loads of little clones of popular bikes,
cafe racers, cruisers, sports bikes and
scramblers. And still cheap.

Buying an old second hand one in Tajikistan and
doing your own adventure is of course the real
coolness the marketing aspires to emulate!

The fore mentioned AJS and Hanway both had
little dessert sleds that made it very hard to keep
my cash in my pocket. Two grand on the road
with a 2 year warranty! Why fek around with old
shite when you can get a shiny new bike for that
amount ? Unless of course you like fekin around
with old shite, which I do. But there is always
room for another bike, even a modern one.
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More makers and importers, and I'm still torn
with indecision. A motorcycle dealer local to me
started bringing in bikes under his own brand,
Honley.

anyways. Contacted the guy with an offer, this is
another way I prevaricate, trying to get a little bit
chipped off when the thing is a bargain. I had
already decided he was mine so what was the
point?

I idly contemplated a little adventure bike they
were doing, jacked suspension alloy boxes and
warranty. It looked wonderful, like a small BMW
GS,and things were changing, it was a 250. The
buying public being fickle didn't buy it in their
thousands, neither did I as it happens and the
dealer stopped importing it not long after.
Suddenly there are lots of oriental 250s about,
Herald and Mutt and even badged as Minsk the
ever popular manufacturer from Belarus.

The point was that the offer was accepted and I
was now the proud owner of an ORANGE (he is
orange) Mash Dirtstar. He was the right price,
and I love him! Early days yet I know, but he
starts with the press of a button (not had an
electric boot for 15
years) he stops and in
between there is a
splendid burbling noise.
And a rent appears in
my beard with gappy
teeth stopping me from
swallowing insects.

Again things move on and now there is a
plethora of 400 cc bikes, apeing the same styles.
And still powered by cloned Japanese engines.
This is where I start to get really interested, 400
cc is no slouch. And there is a new kid on the
block, a French company called Mash? The
scrambler they are touting is almost perfection to
me, but sadly along with the increase in cubes
came an increase in price. Still cheaper than the
better known opposition but now a sum that
needs thinking about.

The only downside so
far is having a request
from the good lady to offload one of my other
bikes. Any progress there yet Andy?
Bob lives in lots of space. No, Louisiana, he’s
not extraterrestrial. The following is in response
to my questions.

I manage to divert myself by deciding to buy an
Enfield Himalayan, this is an excellent ploy as
they are not being sold in the UK. The Enfield is
very similar to the Honley, high stance, alloy
luggage but has a new British designed 400cc
engine. The aversion tactic seemed to be
working until a good friend passed his test and
bought himself a Mash roadster. Same frame
and engine as the scrambler but road biased.
Lurverly, like a little Bonneville.

Bob Hasselbeck
D.Sc, CSM

We have 8
Nippers and 3
Urals here.
The Urals are
modern, a Tourist, M-70 and a Patrol. The
Nippers include a 750 flathead, and the rest are
OHV models.

You can see the target customer base here,
young bucks and silverbacks. Generally the
people with spare cash, before and after the
family concerns. Still holding out for the Enfield,
but sweating a bit now. Finally they are in the
country and are everything I want. But being as I
said a Yorkshire man, parsimony wins out. And
even though I don't need to sell a liver to buy
one I am holding out for a pre loved example.
Foolish I know with them only being available for
a matter of weeks, but that is how I am wired.
So that's how it happened, on the bay one
evening trolling what is available, and there he
is, a Mash Dirtstar scrambler. One year old with
only 600 miles on the clock, that to me is NEW.
Still under warranty and at a price that definitely
doesn't need thinking about. Not for long
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I've milled heads,
bored cylinders, cut
straight gears.
Running a bit rich
helps, but still the
mixture runs
hotter than the
design allows for.
I think the heat
here added with
the crappy gas
gives us fits in the
summer. Right
now its 7am and its 80F. The cylinder just can't
shed the heat fast enough. I use a fuel additive
(Marvel Oil) to add some lubrication to the
carbs. It seems to slow down the wear on the
internals.
When I close the shop door, I can hear them
fighting and arguing with each other...Then they
gang up on the Harley and all is well....

The issue here is
the EPA that
mandates different
blends of fuel
based on your
attainment area.
I live in a petrochem state, so we have the highest standards to
meet for our air quality. The flex fuel burns
cleaner, and hotter
but has many side
effects to our
fleet. The Harleys
bang and ping like
the heads are full
of BB's.

As I am a guest here, I do not want to flaunt my
opinions but we feel the Nippers are the superior
design with their transmissions and intake
systems being more robust for our uses here.
I do not know about your fuel situation (petrol)
but our EPA blends here destroy our carbs and
rubber bits in short order. Add to that this
mixture of doom runs hotter and cooks our air
heads into a boiling fuel pot in the carbs. Our
fuel here is 15% ethanol here by mandate. Air
cooled engines are dying like plaque infested
rats. Run so hot things warp and melt quickly.

The locals speak
Cajun French,
which the true
French may have
issue with.
The D.Sc. is a Doctor of Science in
Psychology. The CSM is a safety engineer
designation. I am a safety engineer by trade. By
the way, I am quite old so I could nod off at any
time typing this. zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
Our issue here also is parts. A fellow has to lay
in a big supply to keep the fleet going. There are
no local Nipper parts. None. I use the Kiev
supplier that starts with A and have good luck
with them. I buy in bulk to have what I need
when I need it. I really need to find another
trusted source. Ural parts are easy, I ring Ural
NE and it is on my back step in two days.
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On the subject of trusted
parts sources, let’s hope
this is one.

Stanley
Steelman

East Motorcycles address is Dragomanova
Street, Build 9G Flat 50, Karkiv 61171, Ukraine
and an email from Stanley arrived in my inbox of
East Motorcycles’ website home page with a
button to press called “Start Shopping” This
goes to eastmotorcycles.club which seems to be
a new on line parts supplier. It all looks very
professional and the site seems to work well. I
haven’t bought anything yet.
I asked if I could introduce East Motorcycles to
our club and Stanley said “Hello! Of course!
Thank you very much! I will be very happy! Make
orders, there will be discounts! The site is still
in the process of filling with goods. If you do not
find what you need on it, do not be shy - write.
We will find everything and send it!”

While riding my bike yesterday, I
swerved to avoid hitting a deer, lost
control and landed in a ditch, severely
banging my head. Dazed and confused I
crawled out of the ditch to the edge of the road
when a shiny new convertible pulled up with a
very beautiful woman who asked, "Are you
okay?" As I looked up, I noticed she was
wearing a low cut blouse with cleavage to die
for. "I'm okay I think," I replied as I pulled myself
up to the side of the car to get a closer look.

?

A few days after that Stanley sent me another
email titled “HOT PRODUCT! Grandfather’s
treasure!” Someone’s found a box of real
Russian Dnepr big end shells, available from
East Motorcycles for $10 a set. I seem to be on
their mailing list somehow although they
appeared from nowhere.

She said, “Get in and I’ll take you home so I can
clean and bandage that nasty scrape on your
head.” "That's nice of you," I answered, "but I
don't think my wife will like me doing that!" "Oh,
come now, I’m a nurse," she insisted. "I need to
see if you have any more scrapes and then treat
them properly." Well, she was really pretty and
very persuasive. Being sort of shaken and weak,
I agreed, but repeated, "I'm sure my wife won't
like this." We arrived at her place which was just
few miles away and, after a couple of cold beers
and the bandaging, I thanked her and said, "I
feel a lot better, but I know my wife is going to be
really upset so I'd better go now." "Don't be silly!"
she said with a smile, while unbuttoning her
blouse exposing the most beautiful set of boobs
I’ve ever seen. "Stay for a while. She won't know
anything. By the way, where is she?" "Still in the
ditch with my bike, I guess."

They’re on Facebook too, wanna try ‘em?
Caution must be advised but then fortune does
favour the brave. Let us know how you got on.
Saw this in Cape Town outside
a sightseeing tours office. I
don’t know whether or not this
bike is just used for advertising
or if it is actually used to take
tours, there was no one there to ask. Wouldn’t
go very far as it is though, the r/h carb’s hanging
off !

Gavin
Philips
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Chris
Smith
On the last
Thursday evening
each month they
have a classic car
and bike event in
Greenwich
Market. George
was there with his
lovely young lady
Sydney and
deemed worthy of
a photo in M.C.N
(And here of
course)
PS the Ural outfit
probably made a
change from all
the cheque book
customs that often
go there!

We hired one in Mongolia to bring our Thirsty
Horse Urals home from Mandelgovi and met it
outside our workshop in Nisikh at midnight when
there was no one else around. I listened to it
leave until I could no longer hear it growling
away in the cold night air, marvellous!

ZIL
120

Everywhere the Soviet Union went
the ZIL120 truck went too. Tony
Jones sent me a link to Ebay where I
missed an opportunity to buy one in
the UK. They’re powered by big petrol engines
the like of which we haven’t seen in the UK since
the 1950s.
Without the intrusive violence of Diesel’s
compression ignition they’re all soft, breathy
induction, gentle, muted knocks and taps and
the silky swish of smooth, sliding iron. I don’t
know how big their cylinders are but there’s only
four and they push real lungfuls of gas through a
short exhaust system which sounds absolutely
glorious.
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John
Tickell
John found the
wiring diagram for
6v IZH Planeta or
Jupiter models on
the internet, with
sidecar. Isn’t it
pretty?
Here he is with
updates on life with
Russian two
strokes…………..
The Voskhod
passed its MOT this week, had it on the road a
year, 3000 km covered. No problems, just rattles
along in its own peculiar way. Still playing with
ignition timing, piston sounds like a cow bell
some days. Ideal for back road pottering. Poor
old Planeta still waiting for me to sort electrics.
Well it’s up and running but not past the winning
post yet. Have taken it for a couple of runs
before I am satisfied it will pass an mot. The
front brake is abysmal even with new linings but
will sort that with the aid of a file and patience.
My problem at the minute is it feels like it holds
back as you open the throttle. The timing is OK
at 4mm BTDC, checked more than once and
have played with needle position but has the
sensation you get with low fuel. The carb is a
K62H but none of my books give jet sizes or
any spec. details. Is there a better carb to fit. I
would like to persevere with it if I can. Any carb
spares shown on the net for the Planeta refer to
a K65 carb, presumably a bigger choke size for
later models.

Had the carb in many bits again all clean and I'm
sure the jets will be correct as I doubt if anyone
would change them. What I did find, and
change, is the enriching device. The handle bar
operated one is a small slide and needle that
doesn't seem to have a positive seal when
closed so I have replaced it with one of the later
type that mounts directly to the carb which has a
small slide, no needle, but a rubber sealing disc
on its end.
The plug was sooty when I removed it so am
wondering if it was maybe running too rich as
against weak. Not tried it since due to other
issues. Will persevere with this carb for the time
being, I'm stubborn like that, thousands of
Planeta's can’t all be wrong, but yes I think the
funds can stretch to 15 quid for a Taiwanese
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K68. I used one on a
Norton ES2 a few years
ago with good results. All
of this is mildly frustrating
but fascinatingly
interesting!
The big flywheels, long
stroke, low revs certainly
has some charm. Will get
there in the end. John.
Stop Press!
On the road at last.
Running in a new piston
so 60kph max as per the

book. I spent £32 on a Taiwanese manufactured
round slide K68 carb. As predicted its running is
now transformed and even two strokes on a light
throttle. I lifted the needle one notch as a
precaution for the new piston. A new experience,
a long stroke, large flywheel'd slow revving two
stroke. It seems to lope along without a lot of
revs. Having said that it feels as if it could pull a
higher gear so may experiment with gear box
sprockets in the future. Rear shocks are rubbish,
no damping otherwise bike ok.

have big flywheels and long strokes. A heavy low
frequency vibration mainly through the handle
bars at 50 MPH. Am playing around with some
home made bar end weights to try and improve
things. You put your foot on the engine at these
speeds and its dead smooth. The more I run it
the more I realise the standard gearing is about
right, fades away slightly on hills again just like
the Norton. I have ordered a 19 tooth gearbox
sprocket just to satisfy my curiosity.
I joined a Polish IZH Forum which covers all the
models but mainly the 49. They tried gearing
going as large as 21 teeth! These guys are
fanatical about the minutia of rebuilding back to
catalogue factory spec, it’s great to read.

Completed 200 miles now and running well. It is
very reminiscent of the Norton 500 singles I
used to run years ago, capable of about 75 MPH
but you would not like to stay there for long. Both
14

Pictured below is not
Nadezdha herself, her
who will eventually be
restored to something
like the agricultural
charm she left Kiev with
all those years ago.
This is our Cinderella,
the unfortunate
component testing bitch.
Poor Cinders will suffer
all the experimentation,
the ill thought out good
ideas at the time and the attempts to get away
with outrageous tight fistedness which you
wouldn’t want to inflict on your ultimate project.

pistons and cylinders without the cylinder studs
in the way is loads easier and you can wriggle
the rings up the chamfer in the bottom of the
barrels, then screw the studs in afterwards.

RFH 184R
Надежда

I did that but discovered it was alarmingly hard
to push the barrels home over the pistons.
Several checks to see if the rings had slipped in
OK later, I thumped the barrels onto the cases
anyway, to see if I could. Then I put the studs in
and temporarily put nuts on to hold the barrels in
place so I could turn the engine over, sort of.
Not by hand I couldn’t! Kicking it over worked
and after a while the oil I’d lubricated the
assembly with began to drip out of the barrels all
sparkly and grey with metal. Was that a
catastrophic metallurgical incompatibility or just
a thousand microscopic sharp edges beginning
to run in? There’s not much we can do about
metallurgy so we’re going to have to accept a
difficult birth I thought!

Remember those cheap pistons in the
September/October 17 edition of HV and
Michael Gilbert’s sound advice? Well…………
Poor quality parts come up in conversation lots

After the top ends were bolted on completely I
checked the compression pressures to discover
we achieved a barely pathetic 50psi,
necessitating dumping lots of oil in the
combustion chambers to try to seal the rings, at
least momentarily, hoping the first few firings
might help.
Doing this of course meant I had to clean the
plugs after every few kicks until the excess oil
had been cleaned off and then, “Chuff!” a cloud
of smoke blew out of the right hand carb, oh joy,
she’s in there!!!!! Soon after that she burst into
life, the smoke cleared and believe it or not she
sounded really sweet.
and at Dent several people were amused by the
fun these particular items have been so far.
Russell Johnson asked “Why don’t you just get
some good ones?” That was before our series
of little nip ups of course but the question does
throw up some interesting philosophical points.
What does “good” mean exactly. I mean how far
along the route to perfect does good have to go?
Do we mean adequate perhaps?

However, about three minutes later, she seized.
It wasn’t the anguished scream of a full on
mechanical trauma, she just stopped, suddenly.
Convinced it was only a manifestation of running
in I tried the kickstart and she’d freed off
instantly, in fact the engine swung smoothly
round with none of the initial jamming, “That’s
encouraging.” I thought.
Three more nip ups later, after five minutes then
longer, she’d tick over until I got bored. Since
then we’ve covered about 30 miles and suffered
three more nips including a proper clutch
grabber when I recklessly tried to achieve
40mph uphill. I thought I’d better have a look
after that. That’s what the picture opposite is.

I’d rather lead a productive life than propagate
modern life’s rabid consumerism by earning lots
of tax and therefore, my own personal economy
is a question of economy at all costs. Poor
quality parts may one day be all I can afford.
This isn’t a problem, as we said, it’s a challenge!
So what happened here then? I find fitting
15

Look closely. You’ll see the damage is just
below the rings. This means that the heat
generated by their grabby surface is warping the
pistons into a worse barrel shape than they were
to start with. The skirt below the bottom ring
hasn’t touched the cylinder wall at all! We
thought that might happen. If I’m lucky, as the
rings bed in and develop the polished surface
they’ll need in their working lives, the pistons
won’t suffer the intense local heating they have
so far and eventually they’ll stop seizing.

All this experimentation is
good fun, but be careful.
Having the engine seize up at
40mph is very scary, apart
from almost throwing me off
(I managed to pull the clutch in in time) I thought
I'd buggered up the rear drive and I lost faith in
the M72 for quite a while. This episode triggered
my search for better quality pistons which led me
to Almot. Also I learned to make sure I honed
the bore well. The little cross hatch pattern
helps the oil to lubricate and cool the cylinder
wall. I too tried to reduce the size of the pistons
but the bottom line appears to be that it’s the
amount of expansion in the low grade alloy that's
the problem especially in the hotter running side
valve engines.

Michael
Gilbert

I’m resolved to having to file off the high spots
again but as little as possible. It’s the rings and
not the pistons themselves which cause the
trouble. The poor pistons have to put up with it.
The barrel
pictured right
has only been
run for an hour
or so and the
significant
change in its
surface cut by
the running in
rings is
remarkable. It
almost looks
like there’s a step in the top already!

I found the Almot pistons at Moto Boxer. After
my M72 seized on me, I did a little research and
found that the quality of the pistons and rings are
one of the major issues with Ural and
presumably Dnepr engines. Almot are a Polish
company with the backing of a international ISO
9001 - 2000 quality cert and appear to have built
up a reputation for producing excellent pistons
for all sorts of applications (Google them). To be
fair I have only covered a relatively small
mileage and I ride gently anyway, but anything
has got to be an improvement metallurgy wise
over the original. Are they beautiful? Yes I
would say so, but hopefully it is going to be a
while before I see
them again.

All back together
the compression
pressure on the
right is now
almost healthy at
90psi and the left
is coming along
at 70.

Here’s what they
look like in case
Michael forgets.
The finish on the
top compression
ring looks
impressively
clever as do the
two short tags on
the circlips
instead of one
long, certain to
break off one.
Having said that I
know Mike Rowe
had trouble with
these and fixed it
by cutting the tags
off completely and
filing a little recess in the piston to facilitate
pinging the circlips out with a sharp instrument.

On the subject of pressure, someone has
replaced the sometimes scary Dnepr oil
pressure switch with this interesting gauge. It’s
slightly blurred in this picture because the engine
is running, at 60+psi. Continuing the theme of
ruthless economy the oil being forced through
Cinder’s arteries was Roy’s of Wroxham,
bargain basement, supermarket recycled
10W40. It was only going to be in there for the
initial agonies and could of course been a
contributing factor! It came out black. We’ll get
something substantial now that’s worth it.
On the other hand, opposite is the sensible,
twice the price option, for people with better
things to do………..
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Remember this, right.
It’s my first attempt at
editing and one of the
reasons Michael owns
a Ural. Here he is
again……..

two photos of the bike, one
of which is in the website
M66 gallery.
How about that Mr Mark
Avis? I think you’ve been
called inspirational, and you’re worthy of the
accolade of course! Especially after the rally at
Dent and the appearance of the mighty diesel
monster.

I only fully realized how
enchantingly good
looking a standard M63
can be when the
March/April 2015 issue
of HV arrived. I was
smitten and set about finding one. When you are
looking for something there's never any to be
found, so my first attempt consisted of a rolling
chassis, engine and gearbox all purchased
separately. This initially floundered due to
registration issues.

We haven’t quite finished with expediency yet,
poor Cinders gets another bodge……………

While this was going on I found a 1975 M66 on
Ebay. It had been purchased new in 1977 (took
2 years to get here and be registered) by
Mr. William Gillett who struggled with it a lot
judging by the amount of Red Hermetite spread
around the carbs, he had also cut the
mudguards about and remounted them lower
down for some reason, apart from this it was as
nature intended. He had eventually given up with
it and it remained at the back of his garage for
decades. Unfortunately without one sparkplug
causing that cylinder to be seized.

The subject of stripped drive shaft splines came
up in conversation at Stafford and it’s sad to say
this happens a lot. The feeling is that the
suspension’s constant in and out movement of
the shaft in the coupling dog on the back of our
rubber doughnuts while under load rubs the
splines off. However some shafts last forever
and some wear out quickly. Is this a quality
control issue? Are some shafts not hardened
properly? Now we have to rely on pattern parts
this could be an
issue.

I bought it, and had
the cylinders rebored.
I then fitted Almot
pistons and changed
the sorry looking
mudguards for the
ones on the rolling
chassis, fitted Pekar
K65 carbs (after
experimenting with
PZ28's) and a decent
coil sourced from F2
Motorcycles. I also
had to have the drums
skimmed as bottle cap wheels are notorious for
being out of true. I have so far covered 4200 km
and its been totally reliable, its always treated
with interest and enthusiasm whenever I'm on it
at biker meets.

The disaster pictured
happened on the way
home from an earlier
Stafford show and
got Serenity her only
ride on a recovery
truck so far. I’ve
learnt never to throw
anything away and consequently my life is
cluttered up with crap which may or may not
come in handy one day.
Then Tony Jones suggested flippantly “Just weld
‘em up!” as if it was that simple. Is it? Don’t you
commit the shaft and your swinging arm to
eternal union if you do that? Cinderella’s role as
test rig and the fact that she’s limited to a crawl
by her Chinese pistons seemed like a perfect
opportunity to find out how good my welding is.
So, MIG flat out at a scorching 180amps for
serious penetration, I tried it.

I've attached a photo of my source of inspiration,
one of Mr. Gillett's COC card and a 1977 HV that
came with the bike. I recently sent Dave Cox
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Assembly is a bit of a
fiddle because now it’s
necessary to fit the
swinging arm and
shaft together and
then put the final drive
on, with whatever
shimming you need to
get the cotter pin right, last, but it’s not
prohibitively difficult at all. So far it works.
I might have mentioned this before but it says of
the running in process in the Minsk owner’s
handbook “When (not if) the piston seizes……”
and advises you to lift the cylinder and fix it,
yourself. Belarus and Ukraine are neighbours
and both were subjected to centralised Soviet
control so it’s fair to assume their technology
was similar. Is such unofficial, post factory
ingenuity as welding up drive shaft splines
acceptable as a field repair? Back to the
question of philosophy then, how good does
good have to be?

After a hurried oil
change on the Dnepr I
packed my
camping stuff, laptop,
projector and speakers
and set off for Dent. Usual route through the
trough of Bowland. Veggie fry up at Ingleton and
over the gated road to Dent. Got the tent up and
whilst setting up the Cossack Owner's Club
International Motorcycling Film Festival realised
I'd forgotten a lead. Vince and I rode over to
Settle which surprisingly has it's own computer
shop where I got a lead.

Phil
Rushworth

Once all
was
prepared
we sat
down to
watch that
modern
classic Old
Love Never
Rusts, followed by a short film Katya made of
our trip to the UDCN rally in Holland in 2009.
Time flies when you're having fun and before I
knew it was 8:15, a quarter of an hour until the
pub stopped doing food. We hurriedly packed
some of the gear away and dashed off to the
pub just in time for a meal. Chucking out time
saw us back in the barn for a second screening
of Old Love Never Rusts after which everyone
slipped away to get their heads down.
Next morning after a big breakfast in the
farmhouse kitchen I packed all the gear away
and it seemed as usual there was a fair number
of us all heading in the same direction at the
same time, so a column of Cossacks rumbled
through Dent, over Barbon Fell, through
Barbondale soon arriving at Devil's Bridge to
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scorn all the modern, efficient, reliable,
bikes and have a brew. The Cossack
Owner's Club made a bit of an impact
among all the sports bikes and Mark
attracted quite an audience with his
diesel bike and ended up giving a
lecture all about it to an envious crowd
of race rep owners.
After drinking up we headed to
Ingleton and turned towards Bentham
and back over the Trough. I gave the
camera to Marley as he was the only
sidecar passenger. (Apart from Vince's
dog, Saskia) Marley snapped away as
we wound our way over to the next
brew stop which was at Mum's house.
I usually call in on the
way home from Dent
and I nearly always
have a few people with
me, she's used to it.
This was probably
some sort of record
though at eight of us
including the dog.
After tea and biscuits at Mum's and making the
place look untidy with our bizarre contraptions
parked all over the place Paul and I set off back
to my house and everyone else just peeled off
when it got to their turning and went home. Back
home we dumped off a
load of gear and then
rode over to Radclffe
near Bury where Paul
was picking up a crank
from Glen from the
Jawa/CZ Club.
Transaction completed we swung by Howard
Jolly's on the way home, but he wasn't in. Back
home we had a curry and turned in. Paul stayed
over and set off for home in the morning.

show but anyone fancying Dent instead should
load all their adventures on a memory stick or
CD and take them.

I'm planning to take the projector again in the
autumn, get there and set up a bit earlier and
show films all afternoon if the projector survives
the journey. Mostly Russian bike related stuff,
failing that, just bike related stuff. Adventure
travel, classic trials and speedway,
documentaries etc. If anyone has any photos
from trips or build up photos from a project, then
bring them along and we'll show them too.

Right, Mark
astonishes the
incredulous crowd
of income disposers
with an insight into
some frightening, for
them, alternatives.

This is a VERY good idea. Sadly the October
date clashes with the year’s second Stafford
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Above is Jez Watson’s incongruous Dnepr in
only a small part of the sea of titanium, carbon
fibre and glittering plastic. After the serenity of a
weekend in a field full of Russian motorcycles,
Devil’s Bridge felt like Babylon. Jez said he felt
like he’d just been culture shocked! His
tranquillity’s still intact below.
Russell Johnson casts a long shadow in the
early morning. We know this because the back
wall at Dent faces East and as soon as the sun
cleared the top of the moors, Conder Farm was
HOT!

Mike Sweeny’s MT9 featured stainless steel
exhaust pipes for this year with silencers from
Vostok and front pipes made from welded
together bends bought separately. He welded
these himself and pointed out that it was his first
attempt at welding stainless, so no pictures of
that please, but it really was OK!

The little round plastic
thing on his headlight
flashed red slowly until
his charging system
delivered 13.8 volts I
think he said, then it
flashed green, slowly.
Because he’s using the original 6v dynamo
regulated to 12v, his charging threshold is quite
high. This means worrying about whether the
battery is going flat requires watching the light
and waiting for the next flash, for ages.

Above is
Steve
Coppin’s
Jupiter 3
and right,
camp
Coppin in
the Dent
sunshine.
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Vince, Derek and Steve with Vince’s BMW
engined Dnepr under the brolly and some of the
substantial Polish contingent in the background.
high ratio gears anymore, but you can, check out
these, another gem from Vostok Motorcycles.
For comparison the
Vostok gears are
pictured with the
used solo ratio
gears they will
replace, which will
be a jump from
3.89 to 3.50 to 1.
Blimey, what a thing! The two taps visible just
under what would be the petrol tank on a normal
motorcycle are used for switching from the
standard road diesel the engine has to be
warmed up on, to the recycled chip fat it uses
the rest of the time. I tried to explain this at
Devil’s Bridge but no one would believe me!
There are taps on the other side too, just above
the turbo. Inside the final drive there’s a set of
very high ratio gears, so high you can’t get them
in the case without filing the holes bigger. Just
kidding I joked “I suppose it cruises about 80
then does it?” Bloody hell, it does! The noise it
makes is marvellous.

Sidecar ratio as
everyone knows is a tedious 4.6ish so these
new gears are less of an increase from solo as
the difference between solo and sidecar.
Serenity feels happier at 45mph than 50 but
where she slows down uphill at 50, she’ll accept
a fistful of throttle and storm up anywhere at 45.
Is that because max torque is at 45? 3.5 to 1
should be just the thing then.
You can see from the pictures the new gears
have a much greater contact area for having
longer teeth. There are still 35 teeth on the
driven gear and to get the geometry right for 10
on the input shaft the teeth are slightly finer
pitch.

At Dent, we didn’t think you could get the special

According to Vostok the gears are made in
Ukraine as opposed to China and so far I’m
impressed and expect the £55 they cost to be
worth it.
However I’ve not yet tried to fit them, because I
have to file the case to get them in. There is of
course the risk that they might be made of
cheese and turn the final drive oil to metal paste,
dissolving in it as they grind themselves to an
early and predictable death. Watch this space.
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These gears
aren’t a fantasy
pipe dream, they
were delivered
last week in a
package covered
in Ukrainian
stamps. Hope
they’re less grief
than the pistons!

Above, I
think this
might be
Reg and
Lynn and
they’re
now club
members.
This
Spring’s Dent rally was one
of the most enjoyable
weekends out ever. The
weather helped of course
but not as much as it did a
week later in Wiltshire
for……….

While we’re still
at Dent, Jez
noticed Serenity
had these, right.
They’re little
brass pipe
fittings from a
Scott Oiler Kit
and screw into
M5 threads tapped in the K68 carb flanges.
That rubber cap and clip is a Honda part so it
probably costs more than a set of Ukrainian high
ratio final drive gears, if you buy it from a dealer.

The Three
Magpies

It’s a carb
balancing thing,
we had a chat
about that and just
in case anyone
else cares, the
vacuum take off,
or should that be
take in, is for
these, right, a
scandalously expensive hangover from my past
life. It has to be said that the flat twin rhythm is a
delight to feel and getting it spot on makes even
a Russian engine purr like a contented cat. It’s
so easy with gauges.

Above, Graham Butler struggles to remain
hydrated in the blistering heat and below,
wonders if there might be some space on the
front of Mike Rowe’s outfit for even more
panniers.

One last
Dent thing,
Phil’s
Dnepr has
a very
neat
alternator
conversion
made by
Howard
Jolly I
think, using a Kawasaki unit. There must be
shed loads of those kicking around in breakers
yards, should anyone blow up a hand grenade.
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Below, David Greenwood without Anne, his
usual passenger. Ballast and navigator this time
is Colin. They discovered the ride out route.

scenery. A few hundred yards after that we
pulled into the campsite. The Canal runs pretty
much the other side of the campsite hedge. I
didn’t know that. There are miles of footpaths
including the tow path itself and it’s a perfect
excuse to camp at The Three Magpies anyway,
never mind Russian motorcycles!
John Denny’s familiar BMW Dnepr outfit is
pictured below opposite, the man himself
apparently dressed as a Dutch policeman.
Below, John’s Dnepr side by side with Serenity.
These two should know each other well by now.

Did you know the Cossack Owner’s Club has
been camping at The Three Magpies for almost
half a century? On the way home from Dave’s
lunch stop we rode over a little bridge and the
spectacular view off it caught my eye. It was in
fact the Kennet and Avon Canal with moored
narrow boats and the centre of some gorgeous

On the back of Mike Rowe’s outfit there’s a
clever swing out tool box, accessible under the
spare wheel without having to take it off first.
There’s also a jack, for when his spokes break
and his wheel collapses, frequently, so the spare
wheel’s off a lot! The meaty looking Ukrainian
wheel strengtheners didn’t work then?
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I would like to thank
Mike Rowe for being
at the '3 Magpies'. It
was a very enjoyable
laid-back weekend.
The weather was marvellous for camping and
bike riding. On Friday evening most of us had
an evening meal in the pub and the following
morning some of us had breakfast in nearby
Morrisons.

David
Greenwood

Peter Ballard
arrived for a
short visit in
his Morgan
sports car
which is now 'back on the road' after
chassis problems. (A complete redesign?)

us and other similar
clubs along to their
events. The entry
then has a variety of
vehicle types. At
this event, there
were Trabant,
Wartburg, other
Eastern Bloc cars and commercial vehicles,
motorbikes and our sidecar outfit.

Mike asked me to organise a run out so I did a
40-mile route around on mainly back roads. I
booked a lunch break at the Toll Gate Arms in
the village of Holt and they made us very
welcome. Late afternoon we all strolled along
the canal for short walk before our evening
meal.

They would like Cossack and the other clubs to
invite each other along to their forthcoming
events, so as to boost numbers attending and
add diversification of vehicles and have a full
calendar of events to choose from.

I hope John Denny arrived home okay. He woke
up on Saturday morning with very bad
backache, so decided to head home early. He
was not looking forward to his trip home as he
lives in Windsor and a 'certain' royal wedding
was happening!

We were the only
sidecar outfit but
there were also a
couple of MZs and
commercial vehicles.
They made us very
welcome and were
friendly throughout the whole time.

I hope we can have more events like
this. Thanks Mike. Absolutely!

Richard Hemmington (their events organiser)
had a full programme, including visits to a cold
war and a motor museum, steam train rides,
canal boat trip over an aqueduct. A 70 mile run
through Snowdonia with a lunch stop. Evening
meals for all and a road trip on the horseshoe
pass and a visit to an underground nuclear
bunker.

We attended the 'Eastern Bloc Weekend' in
Llangollen Wales, along with members of the
IFA club. They invited Cossack, MZ, Jawa, and
other clubs along. They are keen to encourage
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On our way to Stafford myself and Lovely Hazel
met a truck driver in a layby, a real Russian and
he came over to check out Serenity because she
reminded him of his youth. “Oh the bikes we
stole!” he said, laughing at the fact that even
though all the keys were the same, a nail would
do.
He tried to teach us how to pronounce Dnepr. I
think the confusion over trying to spell it in
English is because the i in the Dnieper we used
to use is really an accent, the same as in Polish.
It’s a bit like the ñ in mañana in Spanish.
Our fleeting Russian friend sounded the D very
short, said “nyeeeear” in the middle and rolled
the r off the end of his p. In real Russian, it’s a
lovely word!

John Chrystal’s pretty
Voskhod made an
interesting
comparison with
Tony Jones’ Moskva
and Carl himself
made an interesting
comparison
with…….? Dunno
really!

In his qualified and interesting opinion IZH’s
Planeta Sport is a pile of junk. “You can drive
only 5,000km and everything is f...ed!” No,
really!!!!

Stafford April
2018

As usual it seemed
as if a hundred
thousand people
arrived and by peak
times it wasn’t possible to see anything of the
shiny Vincents and Velocettes through the
throng of humanity. If you’d wanted a rusty
Bantam bit you’d have struggled to trip over that
too because the autojumble, outside in the
spectacular sunshine was packed even worse
than inside the shady halls.
On the main stage a celebrity recalled his glory
days and presented prizes for all sorts of things
and the Bonhams auction sold things for
outrageous sums of money. Never mind all
that………..
Up on the balcony the Cossack Owner’s Club
stand was the weekend’s social event to be at
during the day and at night the party moved to
the riot red club gazebo with Tony’s barbeque at
one end and Kris’ gas bottle fire with COC cut
into it at the other. Stafford really is a club
event. The show report is pictorial for this issue
without Comrade Carl’s usual written one. As
ever we are grateful for the effort he makes.

The lovely K750
Dnepr belonged
to “Mad” Ken,
from Wales.
Right is Phil
Rushworth, Mike
Stevens and his
partner in
mopeds, Les.

Like Dent, Stafford also featured a film show but
a small one on a table, pictured opposite with
Paul Greensmith and son and the Greensmith
Ural outfit.
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Right is what
riding a Moskva
might look like
and below that is
half of what
there’d be to stop
it with. Further
down is the
“power” unit of
Mike’s Riga 12
moped.

amongst other things for one of these bolt on
moped engines. Had our mystery donor owned
one of these too.? I missed the opportunity to
ask him what it went like.

According to
Carl, his moped,
also a Riga, is
the superior
model from a
time when quality
was important.
By the time
Mike’s was
manufactured a
culture of cost cutting meant mopeds were
reduced to little more than bicycles fitted with
these tiny bolt on engines.

On the left above is Phill Spowart who owns the
BMW engined Dnepr he’s leaning on. On the
right are man and wife who’s name I’ve lost, my
sincere apologies for that. It matters because
they offered their Ural Voyager for sale on the
stand. If you fancy it let me know and I’ll do
what ever it takes to find them. Here it is seen
beside Pete Clinch’s Wolf.

I think their functional simplicity makes them a
thing of exceptional beauty and a far greater
pleasure to look at than use, probably. I always
approach the Stafford show wondering if Mike
and Les have fired it up yet.

The subject
right is a
profound
appreciation of
how a
moment’s
weakness, a
slip of that “Buy
it now” button or
lack of domestic
control can lead
a man into being owned by his possessions
instead of the other way round. The Minsk Matt
Woodward displayed still doesn’t run either.

A gentleman walked onto the stand with a carrier
bag full of bits he said were gearbox
components for the Voskhod he once owned.
“Did I want them?” he asked. Of course I did
and in spite of chasing him down the balcony to
make him take some money, he escaped
without any.
After he’d gone, further inspection of the bag’s
contents revealed a clutch and primary drive,
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knowing her overcame that! We nearly hit a
massive viaduct, a huge line of imposing arches
which appeared from no where out of the
shadows. I'm sure I heard the handlebars
scrape on the brickwork as the bike wobbled on
the grass instead of the tarmac we should have
been on. Shortly after that we rolled to a halt in
silence and I looked over Kate's shoulder to see
what was left of the red glow fade to feint in the
blackness surrounding us and then disappear.
As we sat deathly quiet the missing racket of the
engine seemed eerie rather than calm. "Get
off." Kate said, speaking it normally.
Above is Phill’s hydraulic front brake made
mostly out of Morris Minor bits, more powerful
than a Moskva’s and below the parting
comments from Stafford, April 2018……………

I couldn't see how she was going to unpack the
tools and save us this time. Our phones have
torches of course but we'd never find all the tiny
bits and pieces which always caused the trouble
if we dropped any, and in the dark we surely
would. However "Her" electricity had gone, the
battery was dead Kate admitted, there was
nothing she could do. I clambered off while Kate
held "Her" upright feeling the most profound
sense of defeat I've ever suffered. "C'mon, we'll
push." she said. I cried "What!"
"I Google Earthed it." she said in reply to my
certainty she had no idea at all where we were.
According to her memory, after the viaduct it
was nearly all downhill. "You want to stay
here?" she laughed and joked that we could
snuggle up together under the bike and avoid
dying of exposure by absorbing each other's
body heat. "I'd rather die than cuddle you!" I
thought bitterly. Push? Compared to the
alternatives I had to concede it made as much
sense as being there at all.

Last issue we left
Alison and Kate high up
on the moors with an
ailing bike and so many
people I’ve met since
have asked me what happened we’re going to
have to let the ordeal continue. Over to you
then Alison………..

Alison
Wonderland

High up on the moors it was seriously dark and
the keen wind chilled us further. Kate almost
lost it at a junction in the middle of nowhere.
How she could see the signs to know where to
go was beyond me as "Her" little red light blinked
for the duration of a fit of misfiring Kate only just
persuaded her to struggle through. "Oh god no,
not here!" I thought, convinced we were breaking
down again, terminally. We hadn't seen a light
on in any habitation for ages and there'd never
be a phone signal up here. It was an awful
place to fail. With some desperate fiddling with
the throttle Kate found a short burst of clean
running to have us underway again in 1st gear
but that was all "She" could cope with.

Nearly all downhill isn't anything like the simple
expedient it sounds, not in Yorkshire. Short
stretches of downhill alternate with murderous
skyward pointing inclines we had to put my back
into. Mine because Kate had the motorcycle
license and was therefore the most highly
qualified for steering one, she said. Soon I was
soaked from the inside with sweat as much as I
was from the outside with rain. My restrictive
clothing cramped my chest so much I couldn't
breathe, or swear at Kate when she tried to
encourage me to push harder. I lost my footing
when I tried, slipped as the bike stopped, taking
Kate by surprise. It fell, knocking her out of its
way as it crashed to the ground at her feet. "Do
you want to get there or not?" she laughed,
blaming me on purpose. "I can't believe you
think this is funny!" I gasped.

The narrow road twisted and turned, rose and
fell, and I'd have been more terrified still if I'd
had to steer "Her". I tried to assume Kate knew
what she was doing but common sense and
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Kate's idea of teamwork is giving orders and she
blamed me several more times while we tried to
pick "Her" up. We were both too exhausted to
push by the time we'd levered her upright again
and had to take time out to recover. "I'm never
playing cards again." I complained. It took
superhuman effort to resolve to resume our
genuinely uphill struggle but we'd only pushed
for a few yards when we reached the summit,
hidden in the dark, and Kate discovered she had
to grab the brakes to stop the bike running away
from us on the other side. I'd already stopped
pushing and Kate brought "Her" under control on
her own down the road a bit. "This is it!" she
exclaimed. From here we could roll down the
dale into the village where our campsite was,
apparently.

village in a tearing hurry to eat. "It'll be warm."
she said trying to tempt me with it. I tried to
protest, I tried to suggest the pub meant drinking
and putting the tent up if it rained again, in the
dark, with Kate uncontrollably drunk, would be
unlikely to get it up properly. Kate likes a pint, or
two, or worse. It started to spit as we felt our
way up the village's cobbled street in the pitch
black, lumbering along in our bike gear.
"Try to look pathetic." I suggested when we
reached the pub. I hoped we could play the
damsels in distress and flirt with someone who
knew how to fix motorcycles properly, or put
tents up, or owned a nice little cottage nearby
with a room to spare. "Look pathetic?" she
asked, accusing me of achieving the real thing.
"Someone always breaks down at rallies, it's
normal, it'll be an event!" she said, meaning help
would be eagerly offered anyway. She'd read
about it in her little magazine.

We nearly did. "Don't you dare go fast!" I
warned, horrified that "Her" gravitational
potential delivered a lot more power than the
engine. Kate agreed not to let our speed build
up faster than she could see. It meant we had to
get off and help "Her" over a few bumps and
bridges without the kinetic energy to take them
in her stride but I was happier with that than
risking being dumped in the river. We knew
there was one, we could hear it.

As soon as we walked into the bar I noticed the
fire was alight at one end and Kate noticed
plates of half eaten meals on one of the tables.
We dumped our helmets and jackets, then
approached the bar where Kate guessed at
which of the unfamiliar beers we'd like. "Sorry."
the barman said, the kitchen was shut and the
last food had been served a long time ago, but
out of the corner of her eye Kate saw the
waitress emerge from out of the kitchen door
and assumed she intended to tidy up. Kate
intercepted her. "Do you want that?" she asked
the table, obviously talking about the left overs.
I'm not sure the people still seated had ordered
the food originally and they looked amused by
anyone taking an interest in it. Obviously that
meant "No." if you're Kate, and she had time to
shovel a pile of soggy chips and half a sausage
onto one plate with a second hand knife and
whisk it away from the waitress, who'd been
delayed by having to walk round her. I know
Kate's a pig but even so I had to think
"Absolutely bloody shameless!" Goodness
knows what the waitress thought.

I cheered myself up with the fantasy that I'd be
allowed to bliss myself out in the campsite's
facilities as soon as we got there and the joy of
their hot soapy water thrilled me even as we
pushed "Her" the last few difficult yards over the
muddy stones in the campsite's gateway. There
didn't seem to be anyone around. We could see
shadowy tents and a light or two up the hill
towards the barely discernible skyline but no
people. There were motorcycles and Kate was
confident we were in the right place. It occurred
to me she might have mixed up the dates and
we were here on the wrong weekend. How
funny would that be? "I'd kill her!" I thought.

Then someone approached us. He thought we'd
turned the engine off in an effort not to disturb
anyone and made a joke about how hard it
would be to sleep anyway when all the
drunkards got back from the pub. Kate knew
there was a pub or two. "It's still open?" she
asked. It was. She meant for food but our new
friend wasn't sure the kitchen would be open this
late. I wasn't sure I cared but being fat, a title
she surely deserves, she did. We threw "Her"
against the campsite wall with all our camping
gear still on board and I let Kate drag me into the

The group of middle aged men on the next table
had watched and looked shocked too as Kate
plonked her stolen plate on it and said "That's
mine OK?" with a beaming grin. I have to say it
was a perfect introduction!
We discovered our fellow drinkers were camped
on the rally field already and they were keenly
interested to know how we got there and on
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what. After hours of practising Kate told them
"She" was a Dnepr, in an accent consistent with
being almost able to speak Ukrainian. She told
them "Her" charging system had failed and
recalled the desperate decent of the dale with a
dead motorcycle with an eloquence which made
it sound almost as terrifying as it had been for
real, for me!

thought. All sorts of funny things happen then
don't they?

Oooooooh, spooky! Alison gets more pages if
anyone cares, then she’s to be continued……...
Don’t worry, Chris has
been packing the editorial
in box with fantastic
historical material as ever
but the latest wad arrived
just too late for processing
for this issue.

Kate can talk. She's easily sociable and after
the first pint she was away, loving it. I let the
technical motorcycle conversation sideline me
and turned towards the fire knowing that after
Kate's second or third pint her audience would
be lucky to get a word in edgeways. Their
hundred years of collective motorcycling
experience would mean nothing in competition
with Kate on a roll! The fire was lovely and the
warmth soothed me, I'm sure I watched my
boots steam. I might have dreamt it, I felt very
tired and irresistibly sleepy.

The Chris
Drucker
Archive
Preview

Pictured below is a Kaparty. I know that
because there’s a sticker on another one I found
once. I can also tell you it’s powered by the
Soviet standard Riga moped engine made in
Estonia. That’s in Chris’ ancient literature along
with LMZ’s plans for world domination. LMZ?
Yes LMZ, like KMZ but made in Lviv instead of
Kiev making the factory the other, and just as
prolific, half of the Ukrainian motorcycle industry.

The last thing I remember before closing time
was thinking I'd heard it all before as Kate
delivered her speech about consumerism as a
failure of intelligence, but this time applied to
motorcycles. "People buy what other people
want to sell them, not what they really want." she
said, whether anyone wanted to discuss that or
not. As I drifted off I remember thinking it was
nice to have someone else to absorb Kate's
opinionated ranting, as a little joke for myself.
Did I hear Kate say that marketing sought to
undermine the development of personal
relationships with possessions? That's one of
her favourite theories, opponents in debate often
get bullied into accepting that. Unconsciousness
overcame me as I smiled inside, remembering
we'd carelessly discarded Kate's latest love
against the campsite wall in the rain, for the sake
of the cold, greasy residue of someone else's
dinner.

The Kaparty
seems to be the
Soviet equivalent
of the dearly
beloved FSIE
although build
quality and
lightweight cycle
parts give it a
more Italian,
Garelli Tiger
Cross (Oh dear)
look. Find out
more next issue,
including
something of
Fred “Oily” Wells.

Not charging? Which meant the battery of
course, I figured that out but I'd no idea where
the thought came from, other than as a follow on
from thinking about poor, abandoned "Her" as if
she'd have felt neglected. Had I thoughtlessly
given "Her" a personality. Kate would argue she
had one already. "It's because I'm tired and
emotional!" I thought. However it seemed to me
that if the alternator had stopped working, wasn't
that because it had simply stopped? I don't have
a clue, Kate would laugh if I revealed I thought
that, but I did, almost as if wherever the thought
came from insisted I knew. "I'm dreaming." I
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Regatta Dover Fleeced
Lined Jacket - £47.00
Product
Code:
COCJ1.
Waterproof,
Windproof
hydrafort
polyester
fabric. Fully
lined with
Thermoguard
insulation.
Taped
seams,
concealed
hood and
adjustable
cuffs. 2
zipped lower
pockets.
These
jackets are very nice and comfortable and come
with the Star Logo on the left breast as with
other products. The club’s web address
(www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is across the
shoulders on the back. Colours: Only in Black
with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M (40") - L
(42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")

Full & Half Zip
Fleeces £25.00
Product Code:
COC-FL. 100%
Polyester,
unlined. Comes
with Silver Club
Logo or Star
Logo over the
left breast.
These are great
for chilly
mornings on the
rally field.
Normal range of
sizes: Medium Large - Extra
Large - XXL &
XXXL

Regalia

Baseball Caps
- £9.00
Adjustable band
at back,
supplied in
Black or Blue.
One size fits all,
choice of either
the standard
club logo or the
star logo.

Hooded
Sweat Shirts
£21.50
These are
normally on
an order only
basis.

T Shirts£13.00 Phil
and Gina at are
the people to
see about the
current
availability of
styles and
colours. Cloth
badges, metal pins and stickers are also
available. regailia@cossackownersclub.co.uk or
on 01780 720420

Woolly Hats
- £8.50 The
woolly hat is
the knitted
type and
again with
either club
logo. This is
an essential bit of kit for any club member.
Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.
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